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 Cody and David 
Studios

INT. HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

YANK
Baby?

Yank sticks her head out the door.

YANK
Where are you? I been waiting for 
three-hours! Baby?

She looks around.

YANK
(pissed)

Did he fucking leave?

VOICE
Don't move.

Yank looks. TWO LARGE MEN stand at the DOORWAY.

VOICE
Yo, you dawgs see Floral Valley in 
there?

HENCHMEN
Nah. Just a bunch of cum everywhere 
and some other girl.

YANK
Who are you?

PIMP FUBAR enters.

FUBAR
Girly, I think I am the one doing 
the questioning here.

YANK
Um... okay. Have you seen my 
boyfriend?

FUBAR
The fuck I look like I seen yah 
boyfriend, ho?

YANK
I am not a ho!



FUBAR
Just what I call all the females, 
ho, don't let it flatter yah none. 
Yah know the cats that live here?

YANK
My boyfriend lives here!

FUBAR
Yah boyfriend a, uh...

(looks at henchmen)
What was the cat's name?

HENCHMEN
Cody, sir. Car was registered to a 
Cody.

FUBAR
Right. Right. Yah know a Cody? I 
needs to talk to him about one of 
my bitches that my boys saw getting 
into his car.

YANK
I know him. He is mean.

FUBAR
Where could I find this Cody?

YANK
I don't know, but he took my 
boyfriend!

FUBAR
Not my problem, ho.

YANK
It's my problem!

PULLS OUT A GUN. Fubar and thhe HENCHMEN pull out guns and 
aim at her.

FUBAR
Easy!

YANK
I want to shoot him! He is so mean!

FUBAR
I want to shoot to possibly shoot 
this mother fucker, too! Or at 
least break his fucking legs. Ho, 
yah know where I can find him?
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YANK
If I find him for you, can I shoot 
him?

FUBAR
Oh yeah, ho. Oh yeah. Yah can shoot 
his ass all you want.

CLOSE UP: Yank smiling WICKEDLY.

CUT TO:

BLACK

SUPER: Cody and David: The Breakup Trilogy: Part Three

END TEASER
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ACT ONE

EXT. WOODS - DAY 

SUPER: Three-days later

A grizzly looking man - long hair, long beard - carries wood 
through the woods. He LOOKS very CAUTIOUS. NOISE from a BUSH 
is heard. The man comes to a stop and drops his WOOD and 
pulls forth a GUN. He aims at the bush.

MAN
Who's there?

A SQUIRREL scampers out from the bush.

The man sighs.

MAN
Calm down. Calm down.

HIS PHONE RINGS. He pulls it from his pocket.

CLOSE UP: PHONE

Jamie is calling.

The man answers. This man is Cody.

CODY
Hey, baby. How you doing? Having 
fun with your mom.

JAMIE
Yeah, but I am ready to go home. 
Have you heard from the contractors 
recently?

CODY
Yeah, baby, I talked to them 
yesterday. The black mold is nearly 
taken care of and the new walls are 
being put up today. Should be a few 
weeks. Get the clothes I sent you?

JAMIE
Yes. I still don't see why I 
couldn't go get mine from the 
house.

CODY
Baby, the house is a fucking death 
trap. They burnt our clothes. 

(MORE)
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CODY (CONT'D)
Our couch. Everything. Thing is 
quarantined.

JAMIE
Okay. How is David doing?

CODY
He's better. He is starting to 
cheer up. This retreat has been 
good for him.

JAMIE
That's good. Think y'all are gonna 
be coming home soon?

CODY
Yeah. Yeah, he should be ready.

JAMIE
I thought he was taking it better 
than this.

CODY
Well I mean, Yank finding him at 
the bar kinda sent him on one hell 
of a ride. A real fucked up ride.

JAMIE
Well... maybe he will get over it. 
I'm going to dinner with mom and 
dad. Call me later. Love you.

CODY
I love you, baby. I fucking love 
you.

EXT. CABIN - CONT.

Smoke rises from the CHIMNEY.

INT. CABIN - CONT.

Cody ENTERS. David sits in a chair holding a rifle. His hair 
is short and he has some facial hair coming in. Welton is 
WHITE and holds a rifle. Freeman sits on the floor. His HAT 
IS BACKWARDS.

CODY
Got some more firewood. 

WELTON
I gotta ride into town. Need to get 
more bleach.
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DAVID
Man I think you are over doing your 
new look.

WELTON
Excuse me for not wanting to be 
noticed by a crazy bitch with a 
gun.

CODY
I get you on that, man, but taking 
a bath in bleach every night has to 
be killing you.

WELTON
I would rather Clorox kill me than 
a crazy white bitch.

DAVID
Doesn't matter.

(points at Freeman)
He's gonna get us noticed.

FREEMAN
My dude! I look different. I look 
totally different.

WELTON
Homie, you turned your hat around.

FREEMAN
It's a different look. Can I have a 
gun now.

CODY,DAVID,WELTON
No!

FREEMAN
What the hell? That's fucked up.

CODY
You're the medic, remember?

FREEMAN
I wish I never volunteered for 
that. All I get to do is clean 
Joe's dick.

WELTON
Someone's gotta do it.

Cody STARTS a FIRE.
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CODY
David, when do you reckon that Yank 
will be over all this shit?

DAVID
Man, I don't know. All I know is 
that I am scared.

WELTON
Well she should probably be highly 
medicated. 

DAVID
I just hope she fucking gets over 
it. I need to go back to work, 
these house repairs are killing me.

CODY
Bro, no shit. Who knew semen damage 
was worse than water damage.

FREEMAN
You guys ever jerk off in the 
shower and the water make your 
semen all thick and sticky? It's 
weird. I don't like it.

WELTON
Where did you two find this guy?

Cody's phone rings. He looks at it.

CODY
It's Jamie, yall be quiet.

Freeman stands.

FREEMAN
I gotta clean Joe's dick anyway.

Cody answers.

CODY
Hello?

INT. LIMO - CONT.

Jamie is tied up in between Yank, who is now decked out, and 
Fubar. She SCREAMS in ANGER into Fubar's phone:

JAMIE
What the fuck have you two 
done!?!?!
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CABIN

Cody looks scared.

CODY
Gone on a retreat...

LIMO

JAMIE
Bull shit! Yank and some pimp 
kidnapped me!

Fubar puts the phone to his mouth.

FUBAR
Pimp Fubar, just so yah know.

CABIN

CODY
Whaaaaaat?

LIMO

FUBAR
Yeah, dawg, we got yah ho.

CABIN

CODY
(pissed)

Don't you call my wife a ho!

LIMO

FUBAR
Dawg, I call all girls ho, don't 
let it flatter yah!

CABIN

CODY
It didn't flatter me! It pissed me 
off! I'm fucking pissed off!

David and Welton stand. They look concerned.

CODY
Where the fuck are you? I will beat 
the shit out of you!

LIMO
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FUBAR
Wow. Got a feisty little puppy 
here. I saw what yah done did to 
Floral Valley. Ho was all over that 
room, yah sick bastard.

CABIN

CODY
Look! I don't know who you are, but 
I will find you and I will kick 
your fucking ass!

LIMO

FUBAR
Man, I love when little puppies 
think they got me scared. Yah wanna 
tussle, dawg? We got business to 
settle, anyway. Yah know? 

CABIN

CODY
You're god damn right! Like me 
kicking your fucking ass!

LIMO

FUBAR
Oooooh, dawg, I'm ready to fucking 
rumble. Ooooh! Shall I send you an 
address? Yah fucking man enough to 
waltz up in and face me? Dawg to 
dawg?

CABIN

CODY
Bitch, you best believe!

LIMO

FUBAR
Great. I'll text yah the address.

CABIN

CODY
Fucking super!

LIMO
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FUBAR
Fantastic!

CABIN

CODY
Lovely!

LIMO

FUBAR
Magnificent!

CABIN

CODY
Fucking stupendously great on an 
epic uber level!

LIMO

FUBAR
Shall I send it in a text?

CABIN

CODY
Yes, that would be preferred. I 
don't have any paper here.

LIMO

FUBAR
Okay. I'm gonna hang up and text it 
to you then.

CABIN

CODY
Okay. Cool.

Cody hangs up his phone. He looks at Welton and David who 
look concerned.

CODY
So apparently Yank and a pimp have 
kidnapped Jamie and I have to kick 
his ass.

DAVID
Wait, what?

CODY
Yeah.
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Text message is received.

CODY
We gotta go to Atlanta. 

WELTON
I am so done with you guys. So we 
are gonna stop hiding now?

CODY
Yes. Jamie is in trouble, and we 
have to go save her. We will 
probably die.

DAVID
Well, yeah, we probably are. She 
always handles these kinds of 
situations, not us!

CODY
Fully aware of that, but sometimes 
we have to man up, David. We gotta 
man up real hard right now.

DAVID
Should we make Freeman help us?

CODY
And Joe. I don't care how bad of a 
shape his dick is in, we need all 
the help we can get.

DAVID
Should we look hard when we do 
this?

CODY
No, David, let's look like a bunch 
of weak ass pussies while we do 
this! Of course we gotta look hard!

Welton turns.

WELTON
Let me go scrub the white outta my 
ass. Fucking hate you guys.

Cody grabs David by the shoulder. They look into each others 
eyes.
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EXT. CABIN - CONT.

Cody, David, Welton, Freeman, and Joe walk out of the cabin. 
They look like their normal selves, and are each in suits and 
carrying guns - except for Freeman.

CAR

They open the trunk.

CODY
Get in, Freeman.

FREEMAN
Man, I rode in the trunk up here. 
Why do I keep having to ride in the 
trunk?

DAVID
Because every bad thing has started 
with you inside of the vehicle. 
Remember? 

Freeman climbs inside the trunk.

FREEMAN
Well on the way back I at least get 
to ride in the back.

WELTON
Nope. You get the trunk on the way 
back, too, slutmonkey.

FREEMAN
Come on, my dude, tha...

WELTON SLAMS THE TRUNK SHUT ON FREEMAN...

WELTON
Shut up.

Cody, David, Welton, and Joe get in the car.

DAVID
So where the hell are we going?

CODY
Some fucking place in Atlanta.

WELTON
I don't want to go to Atlanta. 
Everything is... different in 
Atlanta. The people act different.
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CODY
We ain't got no choice, brother.

TRUNK

Freeman is laying in a fetal position. His phone is out 
before him.

CELLPHONE being HELD by a Hand.

TEXT MESSAGE
Dearest Dillon, it is I, Freeman. I 
just wanted to text you good 
tidings and to update you on my 
current adventuring status. I am 
sure that by now you have noticed 
my absence at school. I have not 
died. No. Far from that. I have 
just been off doing non-juvenile-
college-boy things. I have made new 
friends here in Georgia. They are: 
Cody, David, a Mexican man, and a 
black man. The Mexican man had a 
freak accident in which his penis 
exploded and looked like a banana 
peel. I sewed it back together with 
my Park Ranger skills. I am now on 
another journey from the mountains 
of Georgia - something I knew 
nothing of. Mountains? In Georgia? 
Absurd, I know, but as real as you 
and I. - to go and save the wife of 
Cody, Miss Cody's Wife Lady. She is 
lovely and I hope we can reach her 
before any harm is brought to her. 
I also got my new friend David a 
prostitute, who was so skillful at 
her craft she could make it look as 
though she had exploded. I would 
like to do the same for you when I 
finally make my way back to 
Virginia Beach. You look great 
today. P.S. I had a very wet dream 
about your mom last night. Real 
talk; no play.

INT. DILLON'S ROOM - CONT.

Dillon looks at his cellphone. He looks upset.

DILLON
Why the fuck does everyone get to 
do cool shit but me?
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The pile of UGG BOOTS TALK.

RACHEL
You hang out with me. That's cool. 
I'm cool. This is cool.

Dillon bows his head and sighs.

END ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. PINK PUSSY POPPING PONY - ESTABLISHING.

Shows an outside shot of the STRIP CLUB.

INT. PINK PUSSY POPPING PONY - BACK ROOM - CONT.

Jamie is TIED TO A CHAIR. Yank POPS ON SCREEN HOLDING A GUN.

YANK
Isn't it cool that I get to watch 
guard over you while Fubar does 
important shit? I'm his bottom 
bitch now. I'm a bottom bitch, I am 
super important, even more 
important that I already was.

JAMIE
That's nice.

YANK
I'm sorry that I had to kidnap you, 
but I didn't know how to find David 
and Cody, and I keep having this 
growing feeling of purpose inside 
of me to kill Cody, because he 
ruined my life.

JAMIE
And why do you want to kill Cody?

YANK
Because it's his fault David left 
me! I waited forever in his bedroom 
for him, but Cody made him leave.

JAMIE
That's nice.

YANK
I hope you don't hate me for this, 
we can go get drinks after.

Jamie closes her eyes and remains silent. Yank PULLS out a 
RINGING phone.

YANK
Your phone keeps ringing. Who the 
hell is Sierra?

JAMIE
She is a friend of mine, Yank, you 
have met her before.
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YANK
Well I am ignoring that shit again, 
cause I am your new friend and I am 
all you fucking need.

JAMIE
Great.

INT. CAR - CONT.

Welton leans in between the front seats, where Cody and David 
sit.

WELTON
Are we there yet?

DAVID
No, Welton, we are still driving 
through the mountains.

WELTON
Why did we have to go so far up 
into the damn mountains?

CODY
We had a crazy white girl with a 
gun after us, Welton, where the 
fuck else would we have gone?

WELTON
I can think of a thousand other 
places, one being your backyard 
where we would have just buried her 
and the dumbass in the trunk.

DAVID
We aren't killing anyone, Welton.

WELTON
Look, homie, I get it. But 
sometimes you have to look at 
people and say: You are fucked up. 
I do not accept you. You are fucked 
up. Like with people into fucking 
animals.

CODY
I can feel you on that one.

DAVID
Yeah did you know there are still 
states in America where it isn't 
illegal to fuck animals?
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CODY
What?

WELTON
Yep. Anyone ever came to me and was 
all like, it's my dog if I want to 
have sexual relations with it I 
can. You know what I would do?

DAVID
Tell them they are fucked up?

WELTON
Yes. Then I would suplex their ass 
and take their dog home. To a home 
where that dog can be a dog and not 
worry about a dick inside of them. 
You like fucking animals? Okay. 
Cool. You don't belong in society. 
You're a crazy white girl trying to 
shoot some people? Don't belong in 
society.

CODY
Damn it, my phone keeps ringing. 
David, see who it is.

DAVID
It's Sierra.

CODY
Fuck. Only she would blow my phone 
up like that in a serious situation 
like this. See what she wants.

David grabs Cody's phone. He answers.

DAVID
What's up, Sierra?

SIERRA
Oh, well I know that dumb voice, 
how are you doing, David?

DAVID
Kinda busy right now, Jamie has 
kind of been kidnapped.

SIERRA
What?

DAVID
Yeah. She got kidnapped and now me 
and Cody are going to save her.
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WELTON
That's cool, don't mention the 
black guy going with you to save 
her.

SIERRA
David, are you telling me that...

INT. SIERRA'S HOUSE - CONT.

Sierra is serious. She IS PISSED.

SIERRA
...someone has kidnapped by BIFFLE?

DAVID
Yeah, Sierra, that is what I am 
saying.

SIERRA
ANd what the fuck do you think you 
and Cody are gonna do.

DAVID
I don't know, probably get our 
asses kicked and shot.

SIERRA
Yeah. That's a fucking given!

DAVID
Thanks for having faith in us, 
Sierra.

SIERRA
You guys just don't get killed. I 
got this shit.

DAVID
What do you mea...

SIERRA
I said I fucking got this shit, 
David! Shut up! I'll talk to you 
later, love ya.

CAR

David hangs up.

DAVID
What the fuck?
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CODY
What?

DAVID
She told me she has got this shit, 
told me to shut up, and then was 
nice to me.

CODY
That's how she always treats you.

DAVID
Yeah. I'm still not used to it.

SIERRA'S HOUSE

Sierra opens her closet. She SUITS UP. SHotgun, and two side 
arms. She leaves a note on the FRIDGE:

NOTE
Babe, I will be home late. Love, 
Sierra. (Heart)

Sierra climbs onto a MOTORCYCLE. SHe holds her WRIST TO HER 
MOUTH AND SPEAKS INTO HER WATCH.

SIERRA
Track Jamie.

WATCH
Tracking Jamie. Would you like me 
to play music appropriate for the 
situation?

SIERRA
Yes. Backstreet Boys.

WATCH
Playing Backstreet Boys.

EXT. ATLANTA - DAY

Cody, David, Welton, and Joe - who has a crotch soaking with 
blood.

THE BACKGROUND IS SUPER STYILIZED AND APPARENT FROM HERE ON 
OUT.

CODY
Wow. Atlanta does feel different.
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WELTON
I fucking told you. Everything 
looks different. The people that 
live here look different. It's 
like... like they are better than 
the rest of us that live in 
Georgia.

DAVID
Should I get Freeman out of the 
trunk?

CODY
Well... I mean, I want to say no, 
but we are gonna need all the help 
we can get.

DAVID
True.

David rounds to the trunk. He OPENS IT. Freeman stands, 
NAKED.

FREEMAN
Are we there?

DAVID
Why are you naked?

FREEMAN
I got hot. It started cold at first 
and then it got like an oven, my 
dude. I was toasty.

HIPSTER
Oh dear god, more barbaric 
redneckians, I see.

David turns and looks at the hipster.

DAVID
What?

HIPSTER
Forgive my outburst, there, I am 
trying to get used to all of the 
Georgians that like to visit our 
lovely state.

CODY
Wait what? You live in Georgia, 
too. This is Georgia.
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WELTON
Cody, don't even try it, man, I 
told you... everyone acts different 
here.

HIPSTER
Anyway, please pardon my sudden 
departure. Do enjoy yourselves, but 
please do try to not dirty the 
place up.

The Hipster walks off. 

CODY
What the hell was that about?

WELTON
Homie, I told you. It's different 
here.

CODY
Whatever. We gotta start walking. 

JOE
Why did we park so far away? 
Walking hurts for me right now?

WELTON
It's Atlanta, Joe, there is no such 
thing as parking close here.

David walks up.

DAVID
Can someone please go make Freeman 
put his clothes on?

FREEMAN
Dude, it's fucking hot here!

EXT. PINK PUSSY POPPING PONY - CONT.

Cody, David, Welton, Joe, and Freeman stand before the strip 
club.

DAVID
Is this a strip club?

JOE
Guys, I'm not going in.

CODY
Fuck that! You're coming to help 
us.
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JOE
I'll get aroused, Cody! I can't 
handle that shit right now! More 
damage will be done! I'm going back 
to the car. Sorry, but Joe out!

CODY
Don't be a bitch, Joe!

Joe walks away.

WELTON
Welp. Joe's being a bitch.

FREEMAN
We got this, my dudes!

WELTON
We got this until you fuck shit up 
again.

FREEMAN
When I have ever fucked shit up?

DAVID
Let's not even go there, and just 
get back on track.

Cody looks at David.

CODY
Ready to go be heroes?

DAVID
If by heroes you mean get our asses 
killed?

CODY
You fucking know it.

FULL PAGE SHOT: Cody and David fist bump.

END ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. PINK PUSSY POPPING PONY - CONT.

Titties and ass everywhere.

The four walk in. THEY LOOK HARD.

CODY
Do you see Jamie anywhere?

DAVID
No. I don't see her.

WELTON
Well I mean I doubt they would 
kidnap someone and be like, enjoy 
the show while you wait to be 
rescued. Not how it works.

DAVID
Should we ask around?

WELTON
Yeah, sure, good idea. Lose the 
element of surprise. I fucking love 
you guys. You guys should be 
tacticians. 

CODY
Damn it, what is your idea then?

WELTON
Fucking play it cool and wander 
around and look for clues. And we 
just let Freeman stay out of the 
way and keep doing what he is 
doing.

CODY
Where is Freeman?

Welton points. FREEMAN IS AT THE STAGE THROWING QUARTERS AT 
THE STRIPPERS.

FREEMAN
I don't have bills! Sorry! You're 
gorgeous!

DAVID
Yeah. Let's let him keep doing 
that.

VIP SECTION
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Fubar taps a thug on the shoulder.

FUBAR
Keep an eye on those boys. They 
don't look like they from around 
here.

BAR

David approaches the bar. He looks to his right and then to 
the left into the SMILING FACE OF JARED.

JARED
Long time no see, my fine friend.

DAVID
Aren't you that guy that wandered 
into our house that one day?

JARED
I am he. How have you been?

DAVID
Oh you know. I have been better.

JARED
Let me buy you a drink.

DAVID
I'm good. Kinda need to stay sober 
for a minute.

JARED
Are you going to finally ask Big 
Booty Short Hair out on a date?

DAVID
Nah. I haven't seen her in a while. 

JARED
Well, she is right over there.

Jared points. She is walking around PASSING OUT DRINKS.

DAVID
I guess she left Macon and moved 
here.

JARED
Yes. She has come here for her last 
year of college. Her name is 
Bridgette. You should say hey. 
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DAVID
I don't have time.

JARED
Well I am sorry to hear that, but 
do you have time for some...

(pose)
Dabs?

DAVID
No. Thank you, but I am kinda here 
on business.

JARED
Aren't we all.

PRIVATE ROOMS

Welton GRABS a CURTAIN. HE PULLS IS OPEN.

WELTON
Anybody fucking in here?

A man IS GETTING A LAP DANCE.

MAN
Fuck off! I'm getting a lapdance, 
here!

Welton shuts the curtain.

WELTON
Boring.

LOUNGE

Cody stands looking around. Fubar walks up beside him.

FUBAR
Looking for someone?

CODY
Um... well, yeah. Kinda.

FUBAR
Anyway I can help?

CODY
You haven't seen a lady with 
tattoos and a pony tail have you?

Fubar LOOKS HARD at Cody.
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FUBAR
Nope. Sorry. 

Fubar walks to the VIP

He speaks to a thug.

FUBAR
Those are the fucks. You know what 
to do.

TABLE

David walks up to Bridgette who is clearing a table.

DAVID
Hi.

BRIDGETTE
How are you doing today? Do you 
need a drink?

DAVID
Uh, no I am fine, but...

A FIST COMES INTO VIEW AND SMASHES INTO THE SIDE OF DAVID'S 
FACE. He hits the ground. He LOOKS UP AT THE HULKING BRUTE.

STAGE

Cody walks by. A HAND taps him on the shoulder.

CODY
(turning)

Yes?

THUG 1
Hear yah lookin for someone?

CODY
Um... yes.

The THUG PICKS CODY UP SLAMS HIM INTO FREEMAN.

Cody is ontop of Freeman.

FREEMAN
Bro! She was fucking feeling my 
vibes!

TABLE

David stands.
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DAVID
What the fuck was that for?

The BRUTE PICKS DAVID UP AND HURLS HIM TO...

BAR

David FLIES BY JARED, WHO PAYS HIM NO MIND. David CRASHES 
INTO THE LIQUOR WALL.

He stands, soaked in liquor and BLEEDING FROM THE HEAD.

JARED
Can I get another beer?

The BRUTE HOPS THE BAR. David SWINGS A LIQUOR BOTTLE BUT 
TAKES A FIST TO THE FACE BEFORE IT GET NEARS THE THUG.

JARED
When you have time. You look busy.

STAGE

Cody and Freeman stand ready to fight.

CODY
Freeman, you got my back?

FREEMAN
My dude, of cou...

The THUG SMASHES THEIR HEADS TOGETHER. They stagger. THE THUG 
PICKS UP A CHAIR AND BREAKS IT OVER FREEMAN'S HEAD.

PRIVATE ROOMS

Welton walks out of a CURTAINED ROOM, LIPSTICK ON HIS FACE.

He bumps into a THUG.

WELTON
Oh, my bad, homie.

The THUG grabs him by the collar. And chunks him...

LOUNGE

Welton tumbles over a chair. He stands.

WELTON
My bad, dude, I'll pay for the lap 
dance.
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The THUG jumps OVER THE CHAIR AND COMES AT WELTON WITH A 
FIST.

WELTON
Well shit.

The fist CONNECTS.

The strip club is in PANIC mode. Fubar WALKS TO THE MIDDLE OF 
IT.

FUABR
Ladies and gentlemen, please, 
please, remain calm. We are just 
dealing with some trouble makers 
and are fixing the problem now. 

Welton, Cody, David, and Freeman are restrained by the THUGS.

FUBAR
As you can see, we have things 
under control. Free round of 
drinks, on the house. Please, enjoy 
the rest of your time.

Fubar looks at the group.

FUBAR
Fucking get em outta here.

INT. PINK PUSSY POPPING PONY - BACK ROOM - CONT.

Welton, Freeman, David, Cody, and Jamie are all bound to 
chairs. The FOUR DUDES ARE BLOODY. Jamie is not amused.

JAMIE
Thanks, guys, for coming to my 
rescue.

CODY
Hey, we came. Cut us some slack.

YANK
(os)

Where the fuck is he?

DAVID
Oh dear god.

WELTON
That annoying voice can only belong 
to one person.

Yank JUMPS EXCITEDLY WITH A GUN POINTED AT THEM.
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YANK
Hi, everybody!

She gets in Cody's face.

YANK
I'm going to kill you for ruining 
my life.

CODY
How the fuck did I ruin your life?

Yank PLAYFULLY puts the gun against Cody's head.

YANK
No, sir, I do the talking.

Yank jumps down to David.

YANK
Hi!

DAVID
If you're going to shoot me can you 
just shoot me now?

WELTON
I'm next.

YANK
I'm Fubar's bottom bitch now! You 
missed your chance!

DAVID
I don't care. 

YANK
Yes you do!

DAVID
No. I don't. I don't care what you 
do, i just want you to leave me and 
my friends alone.

Yank becomes sad.

YANK
You... you're not jealous.

DAVID
No. I am not jealous, Yank. I'm 
happy you are Fubar's girl...
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YANK
(shouting)

Bottom Bitch! I'm important!

DAVID
Sorry, bottom bitch. I just want 
you to leave us alone. At least let 
everyone else go.

CODY
Bro, I ain't leaving without you.

DAVID
Do whatever you must to me. I don't 
care. Kill me. Tell everyone how 
horrible I am. Slander my name. Lie 
about. Just tell people lies about 
how shitty I am. I don't care. Just 
let them go.

YANK
Oh, I'm not killing you.

Yank points the gun at Cody.

YANK
I'm killing Cody! He ruined 
everything!

WELTON
If we would have just killed her 
when I suggested it.

Fubar and the thugs walk up behind her.

FUBAR
Yeah. She is killing Cody, but me 
and my boys are killing the rest of 
you for what you did to my ho.

FREEMAN
Is this about that hooker? Bro, I 
paid her. If you didn't get your 
money then she is holding out on 
you.

Fubar shouts.

FUBAR
She's fucking dead! You fucks and 
yah twisted ways killed her! She 
was a fucking sweetheart!
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FREEMAN
What the fuck are you talking 
about?

WELTON
Freeman, stop making this worse 
than it already it.

FUBAR points at Freeman. 

FUBAR
Fucking rip his tongue out.

THUG 1
You got it, boss.

FREEMAN
(scared)

I like my tongue! Don't rip my 
tongue out! It's a lady pleaser.

FUBAR
Quickly, please.

YANK
Can I shoot Cody now?

JAMIE
No you can't fucking shoot Cody, 
bitch!

Yank looks at Jamie.

YANK
That's not nice!

FUBAR
Does anybody else hear Backstreet 
Boys?

The THUG Grabs Freeman's head and pushes it back. He says, 
with a WICKED SMILE...

THUG 1
This is gonna hurt.

His HAND GETS TO FREEMAN'S MOUTH and then...

CRASH! Sierra's MOTORCYCLE CRAHSES THROUGH THE WALL AND INTO 
THE THUG'S FACE. EVERYONE LOOKS IN AMAZEMENT.

NOTE: FULL SHOT OF THE MOTORCYCLE HITTING the THUG'S FACE as 
Freeman, Welton, David, Cody, and Jamie look in SHOCK.
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FUBAR
What the fuck?

Sierra ROLLS IN and BLASTS A THUG IN THE FACE WITH A SHOTGUN.

Fubar GRABS Yank and ON HIS PHONE.

FUBAR
Fucking get down here! Fuckers had 
backup!

SIERRA
Where the fuck is Jamie?

JAMIE
I'm right here.

SIERRA
Oh you poor thing.

Sierra runs past everyone else and unties JAMIE.

JAMIE
How did you find us?

SIERRA
I planted a tracking device on you 
years ago.

JAMIE
What?

SIERRA
Gotta keep up with my biffle.

CODY
Hey, Sierra, good to see you. Can 
you untie us so we can get out of 
here?

Sierra looks at them in anger.

SIERRA
When I am done checking on Jamie!

CODY
Please, take your time.

Sierra hands Jamie a gun.

SIERRA
You may need this.

She unties the others.
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DAVID
Can I get a gun?

SIERRA
No, David. I want to get out of 
here alive.

WELTON
Definitely don't give this mother 
fucker right here one.

FREEMAN
That's cold.

SIERRA
I'm not giving any of you guys a 
gun. Jamie and I got this.

Jamie readies her gun.

JAMIE
Yep. Just like always.

Fubar and Yank run to the hole in the wall. CARS PULL UP 
BEHIND THEM. FUBAR POINTS.

FUBAR
Fucking kill those bastards!

SIERRA
Well we aren't going that way.

INT. PINK PUSSY POPPING PONY - CONT.

The GANG runs out INTO THE MAIN ROOM WHERE EVERYONE IS 
DROPPING TO THE FLOOR DUE TO THE SQUAD OF ARMED MEN RUSHING 
IN.

DAVID
Oh holy shit!

CODY
Yeah. That's a lot of bastards!

Sierra slides by them, knocking a TABLE OVER FOR COVER. Jamie 
FALLS IN BESIDE HER.

SIERRA
You idiots just gonna stand there 
or are you all gonna take cover?

WELTON
Good idea.
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The guys FALL IN BEHIND RANDOM PLACES.

BULLETS FLY. Sierra and Jamie take out THUGS.

CODY
(to David)

Look at my wife! I fucking love 
her. Fucking saving our asses all 
bad ass and shit.

From the BACK ROOM COMES YANK AND FUBAR WITH AN ARMY.

YANK
(pointing)

Cody!

She shoots the gun! Freeman takes the BULLET in the ARM.

FREEMAN
God damn it! Why the fuck do you 
always shoot me?

YANK
Sorry, that was for Cody.

Jamie REACHES OVER AND GRABS CODY AND DAVID and THROWS THEM 
TO THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STAGE. She fires and HITS FUBAR in 
the ARM. They all SCATTER.

FUBAR
Fucking! The bitch got me!

YANK
That was mean! I'm not your friend 
anymore!

Welton and Freeman crawl over the stage.

WELTON
I should have waited in the fucking 
car with Joe, damn it!

STAGE SIDE

Cody and David look at each other in fear.

DAVID
What should we do?

CODY
I don't know. What the fuck can we 
do.
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DAVID
What we do best.

CODY
What is that?

DAVID
Well there is an unoccupied bar 
over there.

CODY
God damn I love you.

DAVID
We may die today, Cody, but if we 
do, I want us to have had one last 
drink together.

CODY
You are god damn right we are.

Cody and David RUN TO THE BAR, DODGING BULLETS AS JAMIE AND 
SIERRA CONTINUE TO FUCK SHIT UP.

They jump over the bar. JARED IS STILL SITTING THERE.

JARED
Can I get that beer now?

David looks confused, but hands Jared a beer. BOTTLES 
BREAKING ALL AROUND THEM.

DAVID
Yeah. Sure.

CODY
What are we drinking?

DAVID
The most expensive shit.

Cody grabs a bottle FROM THE TOP SHELF.

CODY
I fucking love how you think, 
brother.

They set two glasses on the bar as bullets continue to fly 
around them. They pour the liquor. Clink glasses. And drink.

CODY
Isn't my wife bad ass?
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DAVID
Her and Sierra are doing work right 
now.

CODY
God damn right.

SIDE OF STAGE

Welton holds Freeman. They are both CRYING.

FREEMAN
DOn't let go of me. Don't ever let 
go of me.

WELTON
I'm not letting go. I'm. Not. 
Letting. Go.

BAR

A THUG APPROACHES THE BAR and GRABS DAVID BY THE COLLAR. 
David SMASHES THE GLASS ONTO HIS HEAD. The THUG SLAMS DAVID 
ONTO THE BAR AND DRAGS HIM ACROSS INTO EVERYTHING SITTING ON 
TOP OF IT. At the END OF THE BAR the THUG THROWS DAVID.

David lands NEXT TO A LOUNGE CHAIR BRIDGETTE IS HIDING 
BEHIND. He looks at her.

DAVID
Hey again.

BRIDGETTE
Are you okay?

DAVID
Oh, yeah, I'm cool. How about you?

BRIDGETTE
I'm not sure.

DAVID
If we survive all this shit, want 
to get a coffee or something?

BRIDGETTE
(confused)

What?

David looks up AT THE THUG STANDING OVER HIM, Cody IN THE AIR 
BEHIND HIM WITH THE LIQUOR BOTTLE.

The BOTTLE SMASHES AGAINST THE THUG'S HEAD. He barely notices 
it.
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The THUG SWINGS DAVID INTO CODY.

David is on top of Cody.

DAVID
I finally asked her out.

CODY
Um... cool. What did she say.

DAVID
She said, "what?"

CODY
Fuck yeah.

DAVID
Let's kick this guy's ass.

CODY
Damn straight.

Cody and David stand and face the THUG. They each grab HALF 
DRANK DRINKS off of the tables beside them and DOWN THEM.

VIP

Yank and Fubar take cover behind a TABLE.

YANK
I want to kill Cody, Daddy! I want 
to!

FUBAR
Ho, we got those two bitches to 
worry about right now. Fuck Cody. 
I'm trying to not die.

YANK
If I take care of those bitches, 
Daddy, can I kill Cody?

FUBAR
You take care of those bitches, ho, 
you can do whatever the fuck you 
want.

YANK
I'm gonna do it, Daddy, I'm gonna 
kill those bitches!

Yank jumps up AND RUNS TOWARDS THE MAIN FLOOR.

ACTION SCENE WITH JAMIE AND SIERRA.
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Yank runs up to them. She is standing in a PISSED OFF KID 
MANNER.

YANK
I'm gonna fucking kill you bitches! 
For daddy!

Sierra looks at her and PUNCHES THE SHIT OUT OF HER. SIerra 
and Jamie return to the gunfight.

Yank sits on the floor and STARTS CRYING.

YANK
That hurt! You're mean!

LOUNGE - Chair Bridgette is HIDING behind

Jared sits down next to Bridgette.

JARED
Hi there. Great day today, wouldn't 
you say?

In the BACKGROUND BEHIDN THEM, Cody and David are GETTING 
THEIR ASSES KICKED.

BRIDGETTE
No, not really.

JARED
Are you having a bad day?

BRIDGETTE
Look around you! Would you say that 
this is a good day going on right 
now?

JARED
I think everyday is a good day.

BRIDGETTE
Well that's good, I suppose.

JARED
Have you met my friend David?

Jared points.

JARED
He is the messy haired one getting 
the dog shit beat out him right 
now. Great guy.
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BRIDGETTE
(confused)

I guess, sort of. Kind of.

The THUG throws DAVID and he LANDS next to JAred and 
Bridgette.

JARED
(to David)

You're doing great. You're an 
inspiration.

DAVID
Um... thanks.

JARED
No. Thank you.

The THUG grabs David by the FOOT and SWINGS HIM AT CODY.

JARED
Just a great guy.

FOCUS: Cody, David, and the THUG.

The THUG USES DAVID to BEAT THE SHIT OUT OF CODY. He finishes 
the ONSLAUGHT with A DOWNWARD STRIKE - DAVID AS HIS SWORD - 
ONTO CODY. The two lay their, hurt and piled on top of each 
other. The THUG pulls out a GUN.

THUG
Time to end this shit.

Cody and David look up in fear. SCREAMING catches the THUG 
off guard and he turns to SEE WELTON CHARGING HIM WITH 
FREEMAN OUT IN FRONT OF HIM. Freeman SMASHES into the THUG 
and DAZES HIM. Freeman hits HIS KNEES, and UPPERCUTS THE 
THUG'S dick as DAVID SMACKS HIM OVER THE HEAD WITH A CHAIR 
AND CODY SMASHES A BOTTLE INTO HIS FACE.

The THUG hits the GROUND and Cody and David HIGH FIVE.

CODY
We fucking got one!

YANK'S SHOUT BREAKS ONTO THE FRAME...

YANK
(os)

CODYYYYYYY!!!!!!

She points the gun at Cody and FIRES. David JUMPS IN FRONT OF 
CODY, and Freeman gets shot.
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FREEMAN
God damn it!

Cody leans down next to David.

CODY
Bro... you were gonna take a bullet 
for me?

DAVID
Of course.

CODY
I fucking love you.

YANK
Why the fuck can I only shoot that 
guy?

Welton walks up to Yank and grabs her arm.

WELTON
Give me the gun.

YANK
No!

WELTON
(shouting)

Give me the god damn gun! Fuck!

YANK
Don't yell at me, you're being 
mean.

WELTON
(pointing)

Go sit the fuck down. Go!

Yank stares at him.

WELTON
I said go sit down!

Yank sulks away.

YANK
You're mean.

STAGE

Jamie and Sierra stand SURVEYING THE LAND.
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SIERRA
I think that is all of them.

JAMIE
Looks like it.

FUBAR stands up FROM BEHIND HIS HIDING SPACE.

FUBAR
How the fuck did you two bitches 
manage to take out all of my guys?

JAMIE
Well I guess he is left.

Fubar walks down from the VIP area, pointing his gun at them.

FUBAR
Gotta say, I'm impressed. Yah 
bitches did some real damage.

Fubar looks around.

FUBAR
The fuck is my bottom bitch?

YANK SITS IN A CHAIR ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE STRIP CLUB.

YANK
(crying)

I'm over here! The black man put me 
in time out!

Welton leans into the FRAME.

WELTON
God damn right I did.

FUBAR
What the fuck ever. I just gotta 
say, that out of all of my years 
of...

A gun fires and A BULLET HOLE APPEARS IN HIS HEAD.

Sierra stands holding a smoking gun.

SIERRA
Sorry. Did anyone actually care to 
hear the speech he was about to 
give?

JAMIE
Not really.
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END ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

INT. PINK PUSSY POPPING PONY - CONT.

Cody and David stand behind the bar, pouring drinks for 
JAMIE, SIERRA, WELTON, FREEMAN, JARED, and BRIDGETTE.

CODY
Baby! I fucking always knew you 
were bad ass and shit, but god 
damn! I fucking love you.

JAMIE
I love you, too.

CODY
Like, I'm jerking off thinking 
about all this ass kicking you did 
today for years. 

Yank CALLS OUT FROM TIME OUT.

YANK
Can I have a drink?

WELTON
(shouting)

You can shut the hell up! That's 
what you can do!

Yank pokes her lip out.

FREEMAN
Guys, can I just say one thing? 
That one thing is that I know we 
have had our differences in the 
past, what with me busting up in 
your house, but I feel like this 
has really deepened our friendship.

DAVID
Dude, like, the majority of this 
was kind of your fault.

FREEMAN
Maybe so. But it makes for one hell 
of a story to tell at a party.

CODY
I mean, I don't think I am gonna 
tell anyone about this. A lot of 
people were fucking killed today. A 
lot.
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SIERRA
It was either us or them, and plus, 
they kidnapped my biffle.

Sierra and Jamie clink glasses together.

WELTON
I'm gonna be honest with you guys, 
i don't want to see any of you for 
at least two months. This entire 
ordeal was... it was...

Welton lowers his head. A tear rolls down his cheek.

WELTON
The most fucking awesome experience 
of my life!

JAMIE
I don't know if I would call this 
awesome.

Jared LEANS OVER THE BAR towards DAVID.

JARED
David, my fine friend, my lovely 
friend, Bridgette, would like to 
tell you something.

DAVID
Um... okay.

David walks down to Bridgette, and everyone else watches with 
excitemen.

BRIDGETTE
Okay, so... this is weird, and 
maybe it is all of the adrenaline 
pumping through me right now, but, 
yeah, let's go get a coffee one 
day.

She hands David a piece of paper.

BRIDGETTE
I'm gonna... I'm gonna go.

Jared pats her on the back.

JARED
Go get some rest. You deserve it.

BRIDGETTE
Yeah.
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She pauses. Looks at David.

BRIDGETTE
Actually, give me that.

David hands it to her and she rips it apart.

BRIDGETTE
No offense, but, I kind of want to 
stay very far away from all of you. 
This was... this was fucked up.

DAVID
Understood.

CODY
Totally understood.

SIERRA
Sorry we couldn't have met on 
better terms.

JAMIE
Yeah, this really isn't normal.

WELTON
Yeah, most of these comics are just 
talking. And penises. Lots of 
penises.

FREEMAN
Bro, penises are funny. I don't 
know how guys ever get laid, we are 
the funniest looking things naked.

BRIDGETTE
You all have a good... whatever.

Bridgette leaves. Jared stands up.

JARED
Do you mind if I go after her?

DAVID
(confused)

No.

JARED
You're a great man.

Jared leaves. They watch him leave.

DAVID
Who the fuck is that?
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FREEMAN
I think he is Jesus. Look at his 
hair, and his soft voice. It is so 
soothing.

Yank calls out:

YANK
Baby! Were you talking to another 
girl? Baby!

DAVID
Well... shall we do the only thing 
left to do?

JAMIE
What is that?

DAVID
We walk away.

CODY
We walk the fuck away so hard.

JAMIE
I mean, I guess that is really all 
we can do.

SIERRA
Before the cops show up.

CODY
Oh... yeah let's get the fuck out 
of here.

Cody grabs a bottle of liquor that survived.

CODY
Taking this with us.

SHOT OF ALL OF THEM WALKING AWAY, with YANK IN THE BACKGROUND 
SCREAMING:

YANK
Where the fuck are you all going? 
You can't leave me in time out! 
That's mean! That's not nice!

EXT. ATLANTA - STREET - EVENING

Freeman, Welton, Jamie, Cody, David, and Sierra walk away 
into the sunset.
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FREEMAN
Do you still wish you killed me?

WELTON
Nah. You're cool.

CODY
So I guess I should tell you the 
truth about the house: It's covered 
in Joe's semen.

JAMIE
WHAT!?!

CODY
It should be nearly refurbished, 
though, baby, I love you.

SIERRA
David, can you not walk so close to 
me? You're stupid face bothers me.

DAVID
Why are you so mean to me?

SIERRA
Because I just love you so much! I 
love you so much I want to drug, 
put you in a box, and ship you 
away!

DAVID
That's fucked up.

SIERRA
I know.

SUPER: Cody and David: The Breakup Trilogy

>_THE END_<
POST CREDIT PAGE:

EXT. ATLANTA - STREET - DAY

Overhead shot of the car.

SUPER: Three days later

INT. CAR - CONT.

Joe sits there. Unamused.
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JOE
Where the fuck are they?
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